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We Own the Night
Running a revolution is easy when you have a little bit of illegal magic on your side.
The only way you can receive magic is by running the masochistic Gauntlet that
the royal family started seventy years ago as a way to control power. One bite
from a Vily and you are filled with what many call 'the power of the gods' and sent
to Imdalind Academy for training.No bite, no magic, no Academy, and no place in
society besides with the Drains that live in the old tunnels that dot what once was
Europe. Unless you are me, who after one bite from a loose Vily is left with a
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diseased fragment of magic like the Chosen magic carriers of my world. I may not
be as strong as the bastards that lord over us, but that isn't going to stop me from
raising more than a little hell.This year I am running the Gauntlet, and enrolling
myself in their damn academy. There is no better way to take down the evil
overlords of our world than from the inside.Those royal bastards won't know what
hit them.Now, if I can just get the king's son Rowan out of my way¿

The Kings
We are scattered to the wind. And nothing that will come of this is good.The only
thing I knew was that we all needed to stay together, so of course that is the first
thing that explodes. My powerful dragons are in danger, and I need to save them,
if only this guy would get out of the way. The supposed cave troll is everywhere,
and I can't shake him or the kid that follows me around like a lost dog. Part of me
wants to trust them, but I can't ignore that gnawing voice in the back of my head.
Or the memories that are now flooding me like a plague. We are in danger, but
getting out here is going to be tricky. Flame of the Phoenix is supposed to be the
last book in the Phoenix's Ashes Reverse Harem series. Too bad my characters had
other ideas. Da*n them! Ready for some kick-butt girls, some powerful guys, a bit
of a dark adventure? Oh, and some super steamy romance, swearing and
characters who may or may not forget to keep their clothes on? Yeah, I got you,
boo. 16+ please, because of those steam room antics. You know how it goes¿
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Make It Count
Kat Caruso wishes her brain had a return policy, or at least a complaint hotline. The
defective organ is constantly distracted, terrible at statistics, and absolutely
flooded with inappropriate thoughts about her boyfriend's gorgeous best friend,
Alec . . . who just so happens to be her brand-new math tutor. Who knew nerds
could be so hot? Kat usually goes through tutors like she does boyfriends—both
always seem to bail when they realize how hopeless she is. It's safer for her heart
to keep everyone at arm's length. But Alec is always stepping just a little too close.
Alec Stone should not be fantasizing about Kat. She's adorable, unbelievably witty,
and completely off-limits. He'd never stab his best friend in the back . . . But when
secrets are revealed, the lines of loyalty are blurred. To make it count, Alec must
learn that messy human emotions can't be solved like a trigonometry function. And
Kat has to trust that he may be the first guy to want her for who she is, and not in
spite of it.

Skye
It may have started as a role… but he’s not acting anymore. Christian Romanov
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has a problem—and a solution. Between his image problem and the blackmail
photographs hanging over his head, his agent’s idea to find a small-town girl to be
seen with sounds good. Zoe Ambrose is a lot less excited by his enthusiastic
pursuit. For one, he doesn’t even remember her. But that one-night stand was
unforgettable. And so is every subsequent encounter. However, convincing her his
past won’t dictate their future may be the hardest role he’s ever played. Holland
Springs Series: Drive Me Crazy Twice Tempted Third Time’s a Charm His Christmas
Wish Just Desserts Not Over You Be Mine

Sapphire Sun
I thought my life was dangerous enough when I was being hunted by the dragon
king, now I'm bonded with his three sons.After a lifetime flying under the radar,
one kick to the balls has sure thrown everything into piles of smoldering rubbish.
Literally. The circus that I spent my entire life hiding in has gone up in flames,
leaving me and every other supernatural creature that the old witch was hiding,
exposed. And there are a lot more of us than I thought, including one vampire who
seems to know more about myself than I do. With all her sneers and taunting, she
has a key to my past that could end in my death, or her just draining me of my
blood. Not that my dragons will let that happen. Their father may not have caught
my scent yet, but if I can't control my 'bristling mating instinct' and figure out my
past before the Vampire brat does, more than just a couple of tents are going to go
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up in flames.Fall of the Dragon is book two in the Phoenix's Ashes Reverse Harem
series.If you like powerful girls who aren't afraid to speak their minds, guys that
aren't afraid to follow their hearts, and twisted villains, this slow burn reverse
harem is for you.Be warned, there will be swearing, fade to grey steam, and so
much kissing. But not with the evil king, that guy is on his own.

Aspen
The turn of a page will open the portal from our world to Mytica's past. Crystal
Hatcher, Modern-Day Toronto- Crys must solve a deadly mystery after witnessing
the shocking event that leaves her little sister, Becca, in a coma. Maddox Corso,
Ancient Mytica- Maddox is torn between his own grave troubles and those of a
stranger when he's visited by the spirit of Becca, a strange girl from another world.
Farrell Grayson, Modern-Day Toronto- When the enigmatic leader of the ultrasecret Hawkspear Society enlists his help, Farrell starts to question everything he
knew about family, loyalty, and himself . . . Crystal Hatcher and her little sister,
Becca, are working in their mother's bookshop in downtown Toronto when they
receive an unexpected delivery- a large leather-bound book written in an
unrecognizable language. Becca opens it and falls into a deep coma that sends her
spirit to another world. On the ritzier side of town, the elusive leader of a powerful
secret society invites an aimless heir name Farrell Grayson to join his inner circle.
Farrell seizes the chance to prove his worth to his parents - no matter how much
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he has to sacrifice. And worlds away in Mytica, a young commoner named Maddox
Corso meets a pretty stranger from a faraway land who desperately needs his help.
Her name is Becca Hatcher, and when Maddox realizes he's the only one who can
see her, their meeting feels like much more than chance . . . .

Miss Mayhem
"Vibrant imagery, jaw-dropping set pieces, sizzling romantic tension, and
unstoppable heroine Kallia bring this ambitious debut novel to spectacular life.
Fans of Caraval and The Night Circus will be delighted!" - Claire Legrand, New York
Times bestselling author of Furyborn In a city covered in ice and ruin, a group of
magicians face off in a daring game of magical feats to find the next headliner of
the Conquering Circus, only to find themselves under the threat of an unseen
danger striking behind the scenes. As each act becomes more and more risky and
the number of missing magicians piles up, three are forced to reckon with their
secrets before the darkness comes for them next. The Star: Kallia, a powerful
showgirl out to prove she’s the best no matter the cost The Master: Jack, the
enigmatic keeper of the club, and more than one lie told The Magician: Demarco,
the brooding judge with a dark past he can no longer hide Where Dreams Descend
is the startling and romantic first book in Janella Angeles’ debut Kingdom of Cards
fantasy duology where magic is both celebrated and feared, and no heart is left
unscathed. "[A] spellbinding melody of a book, and the true magic is how Angeles
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puts all the best parts of an enrapturing theatrical performance onto paper and ink.
From the gripping twists in the first pages all the way to the final, heartbreaking
crescendo, Where Dreams Descend will surge you to your feet in a standing
ovation.” – Sara Raasch, New York Times bestselling author of the Snow Like Ashes
trilogy

Denial
What if color could be transformed into powerful magic? Forced to move into the
palace, Jessa begins training as a Color Alchemist under the direction of the
kingdom's most eligible bachelor, Prince Lucas. As an alchemist, Jessa must
capture and harness the color of living things. Every color has a unique purpose,
except red. Red is the untapped magic no one can access -- until Jessa. The powerhungry king makes clear that if she refuses to do red alchemy, Jessa's family will
pay a heavy price. Prince Lucas is running out of time. His mother is deathly ill and
healing magic isn't working. When Lucas suspects someone is using alchemy to
control her, he sets out to discover the truth. Training Jessa is a distraction, and
helping his father turn her into a dangerous weapon isn't what Lucas had in mind.
When a resistance group claims they can help, Lucas is forced to examine his
loyalty. PRISM is the first installment of a unique young adult romantic fantasy
series, where a dystopian world with a victorian vibe meets the dynamic magic of
color
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Spark of Vengeance
Aspen doesn't know how to behave in front of the shifter dragon king. And the
consequences are deadly. But, Aspen, never one to fear much of anything, tells
him to get lost. If she knew who he was, she might act differently. But to her, Sid is
just a reminder of a past she'd rather forget. Sid won't leave Aspen alone, because
she's the one girl that might be able to help save him and the rest of the dragons.
He hadn't planned on falling love The complete 5 book series included in this box
set!

The Other Sister
General Travis Bains has two daughters, one who is good, and one who is bad.
Everyone knows Lindsey is the good one, and Jessie is the bad one. Jessie Bains is
the other sister, the bad sister, which she has proven more often than not, until the
day she gets kidnapped and brutally raped. Will Hendricks, one of her father's
soldiers, rescues her and brings her home, but fears she may be nearly destroyed
by what is done to her. The most important thing, however, is that no one can
know, per the general's orders. Jessie's life was always far from normal as the
daughter of one of the most revered generals in the world. No one sees what the
general does to Jessie, except Will. When Will discovers the danger Jessie is living
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in at her father's hand, he once again rescues her. Will has survived the horrors of
war, but is now engaged in a battle that has become far more personal and far
more deadly. Will alone realizes what the general has done and will do to destroy
his "other" daughter.

Marrying Cade
It ends the way we decide, and as Ryland and the others begin to rebuild the
kingdom of Imdalind from the rubble left behind, one thing is clear: Without a King,
everything threatens to fall apart. Ilyan is still missing. Ryland and the others are
hunted by governments all over the world, desperate for answers to the war that
ripped cities and countries apart. The monsters that Edmund created still roam
free, causing governments to fall, and tyrants to rise. But the most dangerous
enemy is the one you never see coming, and when Ryland and Thom are attacked
on a routine mission in France, the unseen danger becomes frighteningly clear.
Someone is hunting them, and will do anything to hurt Joclyn, the last living Drak
and the Queen of all magic. Ryland and Wyn are sent to track down the hidden
villain, but what they find only rips what little safety they had wide open.Following
the breadcrumbs, they quickly discover that once was dead never quite stays that
way, and they can either rise up and fight it, or be lost among the war.
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Imdalind Academy
Sid thought the deaths would end when Marcellus died. But he thought wrong.
Reeling from the loss of those around him, Sid sets off, not only to avenge the
deaths of those he loves, but also to find a way to save his own life. But the closer
he gets to answers, the more people he puts in danger. Only Sid has the power to
end the killer's reign. But it might cost him the one thing he holds most precious.
This thrilling follow-up to Obsidian is a journey of love, death, and betrayal and
answers the one question everyone's been asking: Is Aspen alive?

Dawn of Ash
All New Prayers to Help You Pray Effectively! Never before in history has a
generation faced the challenges we see today. Now, more than ever, you need to
know that your prayers will get results. When you pray according to the Scriptures,
you can be assured that you are praying in line with God's will and that He will
honor His Word. Prayers That Avail Much®, Volume 3 is based on the original
bestsellers, Prayers That Avail Much®, Volume 1 and Volume 2. Filled with
scriptural prayers that address today's issues, Volume 3 will help you to pray
effectively for the tough situations facing you! Also included is a special section of
prayers for singles. Allow God to work on your behalf as you pray for these topics:
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• Seeing safety in a place of violence. • Breaking the curse of abuse. • Getting out
of debt. • Overcoming prejudice. • Plus many more! Start getting answers to your
prayers today! "The effectual fervent prayer of a righteous man availeth much"
(James 5:16).

Burnt Devotion
The New York Times and USA TODAY bestselling author of the explosively sexy
Inside Out and the Secret Life of Amy Bensen series will seduce you with this sultry
tale of possession and ecstasy, wild fantasies and dangerous secrets—first in the
racy and suspenseful Careless Whispers series. Ella awakes alone in Italy, no
longer sure of who she is. One thing is certain: a gorgeous man has claimed her as
his own. He’s tall, dark, and sexy, the kind of rich, powerful man who makes a girl
long to be possessed. And possess her he does, whispering wicked promises in her
ear, indulging her deepest desires, stealing her trust—and her cautious heart.
Soon, though, she discovers that nothing is as it seems. The truth will shatter her
world, but it will also set her free…if it doesn’t destroy her first. New York Times
and USA TODAY bestselling author Lisa Renee Jones, whose searing novels
generate “enough heatto start a fire” (RT Book Reviews), dares you to fall in love
with her irresistibly surprising and scandalously erotic new series.
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Silver Dew
The huntress becomes the hunted in this sizzling paranormal romance from New
York Times and USA TODAY bestselling author Gena Showalter, previously
published as part of the Deep Kiss of Winter anthology with #1 New York Times
bestselling author Kresley Cole, now available as a stand-alone ebook! With only
skin-to-skin contact, Aleaha Love can change her appearance, assuming any
identity. As an AIR (Alien Investigation and Removal) agent, her newest mission is
to capture a group of otherworldly warriors. So imagine her surprise when the
hunter becomes the hunted, and she’s taken captive by dangerously seductive
Breean, a golden-skinned, iron-willed commander, who threatens everything
Aleaha stands for—and makes her want to be only herself, for the first time in her
life.

Kiss of Fire
They¿re called Kazzies. The ones that survived. Those unlucky few. If only I had
known what meeting them would do to me. They opened my eyes to a world I
never knew existed. Especially Davin. Beautiful, angry, compelling Davin. He
changed my life forever.In a society ruled by sanctions and curfews, Dr. Meghan
Forester emerges as the youngest and most promising scientist to join the fight
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against Makanza ¿ the deadly virus that¿s ravaged the world.Inside Compound 26,
a giant government-controlled research facility, Meghan¿s new job involves
studying the Kazzies, the rare survivors who carry the virus and now exhibit
supernatural powers. But as her work enfolds, Meghan¿s horrified at the brutal and
unethical practices the Kazzies are subjected to. And most surprisingly, she falls in
love with one.Faced with growing conflict over helping the Kazzies versus following
the Compound¿s strict policies, Meghan must choose: obey the government's
unethical practices or risk everything to save the only man she¿s ever loved.

Prism
New Adult Contemporary Romance - Recommended for readers 18] due to mature
content ***This is the first book in the Dearest Series and a stand-alone novel.***
Twenty-year-old Clementine Avery doesn't mind being called bitchy and closed off.
It's safe, and after being burned by her high school sweetheart and stalked by a
professor her freshman year of college, safe sounds pretty damn good. Her
number one rule for survival? No dating. That is until she accidentally signs up for
a romance writing class and needs material for her latest assignment. Sexy RA
Gavin Murphy is more than happy to play the part of book boyfriend to help Clem
find some inspiration, even if that means making outin the name of research, of
course. As Gavin and Clem grow closer, they get entangled in the mystery
surrounding a missing Boston University student, and Clem unwittingly becomes a
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possible target. Gavin tries to show Clem she can handle falling in love again, but
she knows she has to be careful because her heart

The Time Traveler's Wife
Ryke Meadows, meet Daisy Calloway she’s all grown up. Twenty-five-year-old Ryke
Meadows knows he’s hard to love. With a billion-dollar inheritance, a track-star
resume, and an alpha-male personality—he redefines the term likable asshole. But
he’s not living to make friends. Or enemies. He just wants to free climb three of the
toughest mountains in Yosemite without drama or interruption. And then he
receives a distressed call from a girl in Paris—a girl that he has never been allowed
to have. Daisy Calloway is eighteen. Finally. With her newfound independence, she
can say goodbye to her overbearing mother and continue her modeling career.
Next stop, Paris. Fashion week begins with a bang, and Daisy uncovers the ugly
reality of the industry. She wants to prove to her family that she can live on her
own, but when everything spirals out of control, she turns to Ryke to keep her
secrets. As Daisy struggles to make sense of this new world and her freedom, she
pushes the limits and fearlessly rides the edge. Ryke knows there’s deep hurt
beneath every impulsive action. He must keep up with Daisy, and if he lets her go,
her favorite motto—“live as if you’ll die today”—may just come true.
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Sweet Oblivion (Sweet Series #1)
“Blends the high adventure and courtly intrigue of the classic epic fantasy with a
fresh, new magic born of the infinite and dangerous power of dreams” (Misty
Massey, author of Mad Kestrel). In a world shrouded by soot and smoke, young
Makarria has literally been forbidden to dream . . . Legend has foretold the demise
of Emperor Thedric Guderian at the hands of a sorceress with royal blood, and the
Emperor has made it his legacy to stamp out all magic from the Sargothian Empire
in favor of primitive coal fired smelters and steam powered machines. When
Guderian’s minions discover a Dreamwielder on a seaside farmstead, a chain of
events forces Guderian’s new threat—the young Makarria—to flee from her home
and embark upon an epic journey where her path intertwines with that of Princess
Taera, her headstrong brother, Prince Caile, and the northman Siegbjorn, who
captains a night-flying airship. Dogging their every step is the part-wolf, part-raven
sorcerer, Wulfram, and Emperor Guderian, himself, a man who has the ability to
stint magic and a vision to create a world where the laws of nature are beholden to
men and machines. Only by learning to control the power she wields can Makarria
save her newfound companions and stop the Emperor from irreversibly
exterminating both the magic in humans and their bond with nature. “I enjoyed
this book immensely. It’s fast-paced, colorful, and richly detailed.” —James P.
Blaylock, World Fantasy Award winner
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The Dragon Kings
When the Ephors decide theyd rather train her new boyfriend and oracle David
than kill him, Harper learns she can only remain his Paladin if she passes an
ancient trial that will either kill her or make her more powerful than ever.

Hidden Desire, Book 6 of the Hidden Saga
Amid what has become known as "The Invasion" the world is in disarray. War is
everywhere, shrouded by the creatures that now swarm over the planet, killing
people with a single bite.Which is why when a young man is found covered in blood
outside the door to a Ukrainian hospital, he didn't garner much attention.With no
memory of who he is or whose blood is covering him, he is given the name of Jan
Kowalski and locked away in the hospital waiting for safety, waiting for his identity
to return. The more he waits, however, the more confusing he becomes. From the
heart that beats inside his chest; the heart that is not his despite there being no
evidence of surgery. From the way he doesn't age, even though he slips in and out
of coma's for more then ten years. From the broken fragments of memories that
torment him, and the woman that haunts his dreams every night.To the man who
sneaks into the hospital to kill him. To the governments that want him. Nothing is
right. Not even when the truth finally became clear. And his name becomes Ilyan
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Krul once more.

Crown of Cinders
Capable financial advisor Melo Bellucci always knew when it came to organising
her sister's wedding she'd be in charge. After all, her sister Rosa is notoriously
scatterbrained. But there's a silver lining in the form of the Best Man, Melo's
childhood crush, Cade West. When Cade returns to the Tuscan island, Isola dei
Fiori, he's prepared to mix business with pleasure, especially when he meets Melo
again. The confident, sexy woman is a world away from the lanky tomboy he
remembers, and attraction burns between them instantly. But when he discovers
that the perfect site for his hotel, idyllic Paradise Beach, belongs to Melo rather
than her father, can their relationship survive, when there are two plans for
Paradise?

Where Dreams Descend
In this sixth book of the Hidden Saga, as the battle between the Dark and Light
courts rages on, the fate of the human race may lie in hands of Culley Rune, and
the fate of his heart may rest with the last girl he'd ever have expected to breach
his defenses.
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Brand of Betrayal
Underneath the deep red barrier Edmund has placed over the city, Prague is in
ruins¿Vil¿ hide in the darkened alleys, waiting to attack anyone who passes, while
Edmund's men roam the blood-soaked streets, scouring every crumbling building
in a mad attempt to flush out Ilyan and his men. Among the danger, Ilyan and
Joclyn are trapped, unable to leave the city. trying to keep their people safe behind
a powerful shield, unseen from Edmund and his scouts.Wyn spends her days
haunted by her daughter and watching Thom waste away from the mysterious
curse slowly taking him.Ryland has risen above his father's control, ready to take
his place as his brother's second. However, Sain needs his help first for a simple
assignment, or so he thinks.Their safety is about to be shattered.

Dearest Clementine
Sid and his friends wake from a nightmare of a prophecy to find themselves right in
the middle of a war they didn't even know had arrived. All three kings plunge right
into the fray knowing only one will survive. Out of nowhere, the war takes a terrible
twist when instead of attacking dragons, the white witch goes after human cities,
slaughtering hundreds of thousands. The humans band together and declare war
upon all dragons. With the arctic and canyon dragons bearing down on the rest of
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the dragons and humans coming after them with new weapons, the war seems all
but lost. Will they win the war? Or will all the dragons be wiped forever from the
earth? Don't wait to read this exciting conclusion to The Dragon Kings. Full of
exciting twists and turns, be prepared for an ending that changes everything.

Flame of the Phoenix
Everyone has been waiting for the Silnỳ they are getting something much more
dangerous. Centuries have been filled waiting for this war, for the ultimate battle of
good and evil, and the Silny to save them all. Which would be me, because you
know, I am the Silnỳ.Too bad, I'm pretty sure that even my superpowers can't save
us at this point. The danger has bled it's way into the cathedral, and even if we
escape, even if we pop that bubble and force our way out of Prague and into
Imdalind the only thing that is waiting for us there is a pathway of blood. Blood and
death.Nothing good will come of this. That is if you believe my sight, and I am
starting to think there is little we can do it to change all of the frightening things
that I am seeing. That doesn't mean I'm not going to try. I will give anything to
save Ilyan. Anything.The end is here, the war has come, and everything is about to
get real. Brace yourself, because I can't guarantee you that you, and everyone
else, will come out of this alive. "What an amazing story!!! I have loved these
characters for years, have feared for them, cried for them and cheered for them." Christine S. Amazon Reviewer ★★★★★"The Imdalind series has enchanted me
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with the complexity of the storyline, of the strength of the characters and most
importantly love and the true meaning of family." - Compey's Reviews ★★★★★Get
Lost in This Complete Series Today!¤ Kiss of Fire, Book One¤ Eyes of Ember, Book
Two¤ Scorched Treachery, Book Three¤ Soul of Flame, Book Four¤ Burnt Devotion,
Book Five¤ Brand of Betrayal, Book Six¤ Dawn of Ash, Book Seven¤ Crown of
Cinders, Book Eight¤ Ilyan, Book Nine

Fall of the Dragon
As the Third Son to The King, Rowan should be a Nobody. Fate had other
plans.Nearly two hundred years ago, the world fell to war, leaving my parents to
pick up the pieces and rebuild an entire Kingdom. Growing up in the shadow of two
ultra powerful immortals was never going to be easy. It's even worse now that I am
being forced to enroll in their precious Imdalind Academy as some kind of
deranged poster boy for a hierarchy I don't even believe in. Add to that the fact
that I am having trouble sleeping, and keep having dreams of some chick with
pastel hair and a bad attitude. I am in some serious crap. I don't know what the
dreams mean, but I do know why I am having them. My mother happens to be the
last Drak on earth, and it appears I am the only one to have inherited that power. Fing great. Seeing as I can't stop the dreams, I might as well track down this girl and
find out what she's up to.
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Tempt Me Eternally
Rowan Winters is completely in love. With a shifter dragon. But the drop-dead
gorgeous Skye only thinks of Rowan as her best friend. But when she turns up in
his room in the middle of the night in tears, he yearns to do whatever he can to
help her. Even if that means running away and letting his family think he's dead.
Skye's entire world turns upside down the day her scales turns black. She knows
she'll have to flee to find answers. But she wasn't planning on Rowan coming too.
She just wanted to say goodbye. He is so eager to help that she can't leave him
behind even though she knows she'll never be able to love him in return. Together,
they fight off murderous dragons and uncover sinister plans. But can they find the
answers Skye so desperately seeks? And can Rowan sacrifice everything he knows
to win her heart?

Dreamwielder
"All that is necessary for the triumph of evil is that good men do nothing." (Edmund
Burke) Roosevelt Theodore Roosevelt Franklin attempts to make it through life day
by day. Roosevelt is a widower, who lost his beloved wife to cancer and a retired
history professor, and he has not stopped grieving. He and his two closest friends,
also retired and who have also lost loved ones, form a paranormal investigation
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group. They hope to find an answer to the question: is there life after death? When
asked by a local teacher to investigate a possible haunting of her house, the group
discovers an evil beyond anything they could have imagined. This is no mere
ghost. Maledicus, who was in life a pimp, torturer, and murderer during Caligula's
reign in Rome, in death has become a sociopathic demon that attacks the weak
and the innocent. Maledicus threatens a five year old child's life and soul. Terrified
by what they have discovered, Roosevelt and his friends must choose to either
walk away from this threat , or to do battle with this ancient creature at the
potential loss of their sanities, their lives, and their souls.

A Book of Spirits and Thieves
"You can't escape the past. It is a part of who you are; it has shaped you now, it
will shape your future. It is the shadow behind you. Who you once were is still a
part of who you are today. This, I now understand. My name is Gracelynn
Stevenson. I tried to destroy the Lost Magic. I tried to erase the past. I tried to
make things go back to the way that they once were. I failed. And now all the
happiness I thought I had found has been lost to the shadows"Gracelynn is starting
to remember all that she thought she left behind. So is Sebastian, although his
memories are so painful that he's fighting with everything he has to leave them in
the past. But Gracelynn has no choice: the spirits are calling her to lead a group of
those who also possess the Lost Magic to fight an evil that is lurking too close. An
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evil that only she can overcome.

Compound 26
Just weeks before graduating from high school, Grace finds herself running across
the country for her life with her magical and mysterious boyfriend, Sebastian, by
her side. An ancient magic has been awakened inside of Grace that is powerful,
frightening and barely within her control. The Others, who possess their own
dangerous magic, are hunting them, and their only hope is for Grace to learn how
to harness her incredible powers to stop them. The answers they seek are hidden
within a life lived thousands of years ago, shrouded in mystery, magic and deceit.
When the demons from their past finally catch up to them, Grace and Sebastian
are faced with a truth that shakes the foundation of their relationship, their lives
and everything they thought they knew. It is up to Grace to learn to control the
Lost Magic, to right the wrongs that have been done, and to discover once and for
all, who she really is.

Valentine
Three kings will arise. One from the land. One from the sea. One from fire. Hazel's
entire world is turned upside down after her brother Rowan goes missing. Everyone
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believes he was eaten by a dragon. Everyone but Hazel's sister, Aspen, that is.
Hazel has never heard of the dragon prophecy before. She knew about dragons, of
course. Her sister, Aspen, made sure of that even though Hazel would have
preferred to stay ignorant of the vicious creatures. But the more Hazel learns about
Aspen and their family's connection to the dragons, the less she wishes she knew.
Val never wanted to be king. He never even considered it a possibility. But now the
prophecy's fulfillment has begun, and it starts with him. His journey begins by
training with Obsidian. In the process, he learns secrets from his past that shatters
everything he knows. On the way to mainland from Hawaii, Hazel and Val's worlds
collide and will soon have to rely on each other to find Rowan and prevent a
human-dragon war.

Hothouse Flower
I may have escaped Cail’s delusions But my world is still on fire. It was a miracle
when Ilyan pulled me from Cail’s mind. Too bad the creepy bleeding walls, and
broken bathroom from hell followed me back into reality. Now everything is so
mixed with the twisted, haunted house that you would think I was losing my mind.
Walls are moving, people are screaming and Ryland is right there, just begging me
to kill him. Which is great, cue the sarcasm, I get my best friend back, and now I
want to rip him to pieces. Being trapped inside Cail’s insanity has turned me into
just as much of a weapon as Ryland. Both of us, broken little pawns, trapped in an
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old abbey in the middle of Spain, surrounded by Edmund’s army, just waiting for
the ‘war to end all wars’ to begin. You know, the one that I am supposed to die in
order to save the world. Hopefully it won’t be impossible. I may be battling with my
mind, but my trip into insanity has woken up my powers, and now there is no
stopping me. Even Ilyan isn’t ready to lose. Which is probably why on the night of
the battle that is supposed to be my last, he does something that will impact us
forever. Hopefully for the best. Just when you think it can’t get any better, Ilyan
had to go and do that?! I guess you better dive right in and find out what that is.
Enjoy! “Brilliantly Written--You're Left Burning in Need to Find Out What Happens
Next” - Let The Ink Run Free ★★★★★ "I was totally captured from beginning to
end. Twists and turns and amazing love! So swoon worthy." -Jeni, Amazon Review
★★★★★ "Can this series get any better?? The pages just keep sucking you in
more and more and it gets harder to stay away, so if you have something to do do
not start and read this book. you will not be able to put it down" - B.M. Warner,
Amazon Review ★★★★★ Get Lost in This Complete Series Today! ¤ Kiss of Fire,
Book One ¤ Eyes of Ember, Book Two ¤ Scorched Treachery, Book Three ¤ Soul of
Flame, Book Four ¤ Burnt Devotion, Book Five ¤ Brand of Betrayal, Book Six ¤
Dawn of Ash, Book Seven ¤ Crown of Cinders, Book Eight ¤ Ilyan, Book Nine

Twice Tempted
"It was one kissand it very nearly ended my life It's clear I can't have him, and not
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just because his evil overlord father hates my guts. My crush on Ryland is not my
only secret. I'm hiding something bigger than that. It's the reason my dad left, and
I am pretty sure it's why his 'magical' cult is now following me around. The only
problem? Ryland has a secret too, and his just happens to have all the answers I
need. Which brings us to that kiss"--Cover.

The Ghosts of Varner Creek
Caution: Book contains adult content and themes. Reader discretion advised. In the
summer of 1909, in the small town of Varner Creek, Texas, twelve year old
Solomon Mayfield awoke one morning to find his mother and sister had
disappeared. Through a series of cover-ups and denials, some aimed at protecting
Sol, others at hiding the worst of secrets, Sol lived the rest of his life in a fog of halftruths and shadowed lies, haunted by ghosts of the dead with whom he suddenly
found himself sharing an inexplicable bond with that he could never fully
understand. But when Sol passes away as an old man so many years later, the
truth is waiting for him, as are the ghosts of his past. Sol finally discovers what
really happened that summer and it is a truth that will change everything he
thought he knew about the life he lived and the people he thought he knew. For as
Sol is about to find out, even the dead have secrets. Author's Note: 18+ only,
please, as some of the subject matter is not suitable at all for younger readers.
Also, a few comments noted book starts slow before reving up. The beginning
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becomes something different by the ending which is how it was written, but fair
disclaimer to readers who hate slow starts . . . this one does lay a foundation
before it gets going that some may find slower than to their liking. Also, The
Ghosts of Varner Creek is more than a ghost story. It could fit into a number of
genres . . . historical fiction, southern fiction, mystery, paranormal, and family
drama. So for readers seeking a straightforward horror novel, I wouldn't want to
disappoint as this isn't really in that category. Otherwise, if you do read, I thank
you in advance and hope you enjoy the book.

Prayers That Avail Much, Volume 3
What's worse than a city under siege?An irritating father on a power trip.It's like
the punchline to the worst childhood ever. I may have spent my entire life wishing I
could have my father back, but now that he's here he can just head right back to
where he came from. He just won't shut up about broken sights and Drak traditions
and things that I can't possibly understand. Mostly because he refused to tell me
about them.Thank god, Ilyan thinks he's as much of a quack as I do. Well maybe
not a quack, but he isn't the leader of the Sain fan club. That role belongs to
Ryland.Ugh.Let's just hope too many more people don't fall for his lies or I am
going to pop him just like this zit that Edmund has trapped us in. And yes, it's
going to be just as gross. Fall in love with Joclyn and Ilyan in this brand new
novella. Added to the series with the 2018 expansion, you wanted more kissing,
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more action, and betrayal? You got it!"If you're looking for a wonderful series to
read this is it..there's drama, LOVE, suspense, and lots of mystery and exciting
moments." - The Genuine Book Lover ★★★★★"Fast-Paced, Heart-Pounding, Can'tStop-Reading Even If You Wanted To." - Mom with a Reading Problem ★★★★★Get
Lost in This Complete Series Today!¤ Kiss of Fire, Book One¤ Eyes of Ember, Book
Two¤ Scorched Treachery, Book Three¤ Soul of Flame, Book Four¤ Burnt Devotion,
Book Five¤ Brand of Betrayal, Book Six¤ Dawn of Ash, Book Seven¤ Crown of
Cinders, Book Eight¤ Ilyan, Book Nine

Soul of Flame
Passionately in love, Clare and Henry vow to hold onto each other and their
marriage as they struggle with the effects of Chrono-Displacement Disorder, a
condition that casts Henry involuntarily into the world of time travel.

Ilyan
What happens when you are supposed to die but don't.And no, I'm not talking
about Joclyn - although she has pulled that stunt too. I was supposed to die over a
hundred years ago, but I didn't. Cail saved me, then Talon. But all that stuff has a
habit of sneaking up on you like a bad 90s rock ballad. And here I am, about to die.
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Again.Well, I mean, if you think you can kill me that easy. Too bad almost death
comes with a bit more baggage than a roadie aboard the Firefly. Jos can tell you
that. See, she wasn't supposed to live either and now her flubbed self-sacrifice has
ruined everything. Well, if you listen to Sain. Sights are broken, magic is scattered,
and we might be headed straight into an all out armageddon. Depending on the
black-eyed Drak you listen to anyway. Prague may not survive this battle, it may
be ripped to shreds or burned to ashes. Rewritten and Expanded as of December
2018! With 13k words of new content, Wyn's tattoos have never looked better! The
danger is about to get real."If you're looking for a wonderful series to read this is
it..there's drama, LOVE, suspense, and lots of mystery and exciting moments." The Genuine Book Lover ★★★★★"I will be waiting anxiously for the next book, I
have no idea how this will end.. " - Reader Junkie ★★★★★"Fast-Paced, HeartPounding, Can't-Stop-Reading Even If You Wanted To." - Mom with a Reading
Problem ★★★★★Get Lost in This Complete Series Today!¤ Kiss of Fire, Book One¤
Eyes of Ember, Book Two¤ Scorched Treachery, Book Three¤ Soul of Flame, Book
Four¤ Burnt Devotion, Book Five¤ Brand of Betrayal, Book Six¤ Dawn of Ash, Book
Seven¤ Crown of Cinders, Book Eight¤ Ilyan, Book Nine

Maledicus
This romance from the author of Geekerella and Heart of Iron follows Iggy, whose
late night radio show was supposed to be a secret . . . but it might lead her to so
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much more. “Welcome to midnight, my fellow Niteowls” No one would ever
suspect that responsible, ugly-sweater-wearing Ingrid North is the incognito radio
deejay known only as Niteowl. Finally a high school grad, she can't wait to get out
of her tiny hometown of Steadfast, Nebraska (population three hundred and fortyseven) to chase her dreams. Thankfully, her three best friends--Billie, LD, and
Micah (who she is definitely, absolutely, not in love with)--are more concerned with
spending one last epic summer together than finding out where Ingrid slinks off to
every weekend. But for that one glorious hour every Saturday night, Iggy shucks
her own skin to become Niteowl--an infamous and daring deejay with the answers
to everyone's love life but her own. There is one caller in particular-Dark and
Brooding--whose raspy laugh and snarky humor is just sexy enough to take her
mind off the fact that Micah is rapidly falling for a Mean-Girls-worthy nightmare.
But when Ingrid lands an interview in New York City for the internship of a lifetime,
her secret life begins to unravel. It's her chance to follow her heart, but she'll have
to leave everything behind--her ailing grandmother, her friends, her radio show . . .
and a chance at her very own happy ending. Torn between her dreams and her
home, Iggy begins to realize that to get what she wants, she has to give up the
things that mean the most to her. But letting go could lead to a summer of
sunflowers, rockstars, and the show of a lifetime. And Iggy might just find that her
real life begins when Niteowl goes off the air.

Rogue Royalty
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Free! ~ Nariella has a hard life. Hated and beaten by her foster father, she finds
solace in the one person who has always been there for her--Rydan, her
overprotective best friend. His sheltering only gets worse once Nari
collides--literally--with Mycah. A boy being chased by two kinds of evil; a boy who
Nari is convinced is either the devil or an angel. But she was wrong. He's
something completely different. Then there's Naminé. A servant who lives in fear
for her family, for herself, and for the dying kingdom she lives in. But there is hope,
and she's the only one who can bring that hope home to save them all. Naminé will
risk everything to make that happen, even if it means betraying her king. People
always want the truth until they have it. To be let in on secrets until they get
burned by them. Nari is no different. But once she's kidnapped, tortured, and
ultimately becomes intertwined in a secret world she never could've imagined
existed, she knows there's no going back to blissful ignorance. And maybe she
doesn't want to. If darkness is the absence of light, what results from the absence
of truth? Nothing but Oblivion. This is book one in a series- Sweet Oblivion (Sweet
Series #1) - FREEBIE Sweet Escape (Sweet Series #2) Sweet Requiem (Sweet
Series #3) Sweet Redemption (Sweet Series #4 - Finale)
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